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Overview

❖ Soil Moisture
➢ In ORCHIDEE
➢ Data
➢ Tackling biases

❖ Case study: Calibrating Drydowns in ORCHIDEE
➢ Identifying drydowns and parameters controlling their shape
➢ Drydowns as an observation operator

❖ Closing remarks



Soil Moisture in ORCHIDEE

❖ 3 hydric budgets 
for soil columns 
associated to each 
vegetation

❖ Weight average of 
the 3 SM variables

❖ 11 layer 
discretization for 
the soil column



Observed and retrieved data

● In-situ ● Satellite 



Merged Products
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Combined
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Dealing with biases

● CDF matching

● Metric like unbiased RMSE

● Temporal dynamics

Case study using drydowns



In-situ sites

❖ ISMN sites within 
the footprint of 
FLUXNET tower

❖ FLUXNET provides 
accurate forcing 
data and flux data 
(GPP/LE) for 
evaluation. 



Definition of drydowns

At least 5 days with no rain

Time (days)

Soil Moisture (𝞋)
 Precipitation ❖ Due to large biases 

in SM, focus on 
temporal dynamics

❖ Measure of soil 
moisture memory

❖ 𝛕 is the metric of 
interest



Local example

Tau values



Overall trends

❖ Generally, the 
model dries out 
faster than the 
observation

❖ Too small sample 
of sites to draw 
conclusions about 
vegetation, soil 
texture or climate

Length 
of dry 
period



Parameter selection

❖ Sensitive analysis 
performed using 
Morris algorithm

❖ Hydrology 
parameters, rs*, 
SLA amd Vcmax 
kept for calibration

Soil hydrology Phenology Photosynthesis
Energy
balanceResp



Calibration

❖ Using Opt_𝛕, for 
most of the sites, at 
least half of the 𝛕 
values improve 

❖ Opt_𝛕 outperforms 
Opt_fullSSM in 
improving 
drydowns

Opt_𝛕 - calibration using 𝛕 values | Opt_fullSSM - using whole bias-corrected SSM timeseries



Effects of calibration on full SSM ts

❖ Opt_𝛕 
reduces/maintains 
the prior ubRMSE 
for half of the sites

❖ Opt_fullSSM 
outperforms Opt_𝛕 
when considering 
the full timeseries

Opt_𝛕 - calibration using 𝛕 values | Opt_fullSSM - using whole bias-corrected SSM timeseries



Effect on other fluxes

❖ Little to no change 
when using Opt_𝛕

❖ More significant 
deterioration of fit 
when using 
Opt_fullSSM



Posterior parameters

❖ Effect of the 𝛕 
calibration on the 
parameters

❖ Darker diamonds 
represent a larger 
reduction in 
parameter 
uncertainty
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Developing the TL/AD


